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Identification of an isolated boulder displaced and eventually transported by tsunamis plays a crucial role in the assessment
of the occurrence of paleotsunami events. One of the most important evidence to the understanding of past tsunami events is
to accurately date them from boulders. In Ishigaki Island, Japan, coral boulders that had been transported by tsunamis were
distributed on the beach and land areas. In previous researches, large numbers of radiocarbon dating for coral boulders revealed
the multiple tsunami events during past 2500 years. Although the first deposited age of a coral boulder could be established
by using radiocarbon dating, there is a lack of information for subsequent transported ages. A viscous remanent magnetization
(VRM) dating method can be used to date any geological event that results in significant movements of a rock. If a magnetic-
mineral bearing rock is moved or re-oriented, the magnetism of the smaller magnetic grains re-aligns to the direction of the
ambient magnetic field with time. This phenomenon is well known as Neel’s (1949, 1955) single-domain (SD) relaxation theory.
Pullaiah et al. (1975) derived a time-temperature (t-T relation) relation by assuming Neel’s (1949, 1955) theory of magnetite.
In principle, an experimental combination of short relaxation time and high temperature for removing VRM can determine
the unknown relaxation time (tsunami age) at room temperature. Sato et al. (2014) applied VRM dating for comparing the
radiocarbon age of these boulders. However, the age determined from t-T relation showed older age than radiocarbon dating
for the same boulders. Recent work has shown that departures from Neel’s theory can generally be attributed to VRM carried
by coarse magnetic grains because their magnetization responds much more slowly. A natural rock contains many magnetic
grains, with a wide variety of sizes and shapes, described by grain distribution. In an aggregate of the distribution, the relaxation
form has been explained by a stretched exponential function. Thus, we reanalyzed published VRM decay data by stretched
exponential law, and the results provided a reasonable fit to the experimental data. Furthermore, the extended t-T relation based
on the stretched exponential has shown to be effective for experimental results of coral boulders.


